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In this study, we reported a photoacoustic (PA) imaging system for whole-breast imaging.
Similar to the traditional X-ray mammography, this system slightly compressed the breast
by a water tank. The PA signal is acquired via scanning a long unfocused ultrasonic linear
array probe over the breast top surface, and the expanded high-energy laser pulses
illuminate the breast bottom through a transparent supporting plate. Scanning the
unfocused transducer probe is equivalent to a synthetic two-dimensional (2D) matrix
array, which significantly increased the field of view (FOV) via a much easier way and at a
much lower cost. Our phantom results demonstrated that this system has a great potential
for clinical implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer for women and ranks top of newly diagnosed cancers in
2018 [1]. Early detection and accurate diagnosis of breast cancer can substantially improve the
survival rate [2–4]. Although X-ray mammography serves as the standard imaging method, it suffers
lower sensitivity for dense breasts [5], and the radiation hazard also prevents it to be frequently used.
Ultrasound (US) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are also common imaging modalities
adjunct to mammography [6–8]. However, MRI not only is expensive and complicated but also often
requires exogenous contrast agent. US is the most convenient clinical imaging method, but it
primarily depicts the structural information with relatively lower specificity, as well as its diagnosis
accuracy highly depends on the physician’s personal experience. Over the past decade, the emerging
photoacoustic (PA) breast imaging method gained increasing attention with promising clinical study
results [9, 10].

Based on the PA effect, PA imaging (PAI) combines the optical contrast and acoustic
detection [11]. Via detecting US pressure waves generated through instant thermal
expansion after certain tissue (optical absorber) absorbing the energy of the laser pulse, PAI
can reconstruct images of those optical absorbers. Because angiogenesis and hypoxia are two
typical hallmarks for breast cancer [12, 13] and the hemoglobin in blood is a strong endogenous
optical absorber in the near infrared regime, most PA breast imaging systems target the abnormal
vasculature, including morphology (such as the vessel density) and function (such as the
oxygenation saturation).

Up to now, several PA breast imaging platforms have been developed, which can be classified into
two types: local breast imaging based on handheld probes and whole-breast imaging. Owing to its
familiarity to physicians, the PA handheld probe has been widely studied [14, 15]. Moreover,
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commercial PA/US handheld products are also available [16,
17]. However, handheld probes only image limited part of the
breast and suffers artifacts caused by limited-view issue.
Therefore, PA whole-breast imaging also gains much
attention [9, 18–20]. Most of the PA whole-breast imaging
systems require patients to be in a prone position. Toi et al. [14]
developed a system with a hemispherical-shaped detector
array. Lin et al. [9] scanned the breast with a 220-mm-
diameter, 512-element full-ring ultrasonic transducer array,
whereas researchers in Twente University used an 80-mm-
diameter, 590-element two-dimensional (2D) planar array [21].
Instead of prone position design, Zhixing et al. [19] reported a
system similar to the X-ray mammographic geometry in which
it employed a 572-element 2D planar array with a diameter of
80 mm lying under the compressed breast. Due to the technical
complexity and cost, current 2D planar arrays used in PA breast
imaging not only have limited data acquisition channels but
also the element size is generally large, which sacrifices the
spatial resolution. Compared to the 2D array probe, it is much
easier to manufacture a linear array with smaller element size,
as well as its parallel data acquisition system. Nikhila et al. [22]
presented a dual scan mammoscope system by two focused

array, and they employed the “virtual line” algorithm to
successfully improve the elevation resolution. But the
inherent focusing characteristic of this probe still limits its
effective acquisition angle, making it difficult to image
vertically obliquely aligned targets in 3D.

In this work, we presented a prototype PA whole-breast
imaging system: photoacoustic synthetic matrix array
tomography (PA-Smart). Our design employs the operation
posture as in X-ray mammography, where patients stand (or
sit) during the imaging procedure. Unlike the work reported in
Refs. 19, 22, we scanned the breast with a one-dimensional
(1D) unfocused linear probe over the upper surface of the
breast. We have previously reported a method to realize a
large-scale 2D planar array via scanning an unfocused linear
array [23]. Based on this method, our system significantly
increased the field of view (FOV) in a much easier way and at a
much lower cost for PA breast imaging. At the same time, we
used high-energy NIR laser illuminating the bottom of the
breast over a large area to deliver enough photons into the
breast within the safety limit. The phantom study
demonstrated that our system can finish imaging an FOV of
more than 10 cm × 10 cm × 4 cm within 33 s.

FIGURE 1 | System setup. (A) 3D interior structure presentation of the photoacoustic breast imaging system; (B) schematic diagram of the system design. (C)
Photography of the prototype system.
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METHODS

System Setup
The PA-Smart imaging system is shown in Figure 1A. Similar to
X-ray mammography, the subject stands in front of the system,
and one of the patient’s breasts was placed onto a transparent
plate (made of glass) and was mildly compressed by the bottom
of a water tank above the breast. Slight compression can not only
reduce the breast thickness to facilitate light to penetrate but
also reduce the tissue movement caused by breathing. An
electrical translational stage drives a 1D unfocused linear US
array to scan in the water tank at a speed of 3 mm/s. The bottom
of the water tank is made by low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
material that has a similar acoustic impedance with the breast
tissue.

A Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (MQ/X, Beamtech Co., Ltd.,
China) provided 9-ns 1064-nm laser at a maximum pulse energy
of 1.6 J/pulse and a repetition rate of 10 Hz to excite PA signals.
The laser beam passed a concave lens and was expanded to be
10 cm in diameter onto the breast’s bottom surface,
guaranteeing the optical fluence on the tissue surface less
than the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
safety limit at 1,064 nm (100 mJ/cm2). To further ensure the
safety, laser paths are confined in the protective package, and the
only risk comes from the light leaking from the glass. Laser
safety goggles are required for both the patient and the physician
during examination. Also, the laser system specially designed a
visible low-power red guiding light, which shares the same paths
with the 1064-nm laser; then, we can double-check the laser
alignment before each examination.

Figure 2A demonstrated the mechanism of constructing a
synthetic large-scale 2D planar matrix array via scanning a long
1D unfocused array. The array used in this study, as shown in
Figure 2B, consists of two identical customized unfocused linear
array probes (TomoWave Inc., Houston, United States). Each
subprobe has 48 elements of 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm, and the pitch is
1.35 mm. The array has a center frequency of 1.2 MHz and the
bandwidth covering from 0.5 to 6.0 MHz. The theoretical
acceptance angle for each unfocused element is about 45° at
1.5 MHz, guaranteeing to effectively detect PA signals from a
large angle, which is essential for 3D reconstruction. The detected
PA signal was amplified and recorded by a customized 12-bit data
acquisition system (TomoWave Inc., Houston, United States) at a
25 MHz sampling rate.

In the following phantom study, we generally scanned the
linear array about 10 cm. Considering the width of each
element as 1 mm, scanning 10 cm corresponds to 100
columns of elements (N � 100) in Figure 2A. The
equivalent large-scale 2D planar matrix array has 96 × 100
(∼10 k) elements, leading to a substantially increased field of
view (FOV). We employed the universal filtered back
projection (FBP) algorithm [24] with a planar detection
surface to do the 3D image reconstruction.

Imaging Resolution of the System
The imaging resolution of the system is influenced by several
factors, including array’s characteristics (element size, pitch, and

bandwidth) and the synthetic numerical aperture. We
experimentally measured the spatial resolution by imaging
three strands of black human hair buried in a scattering agar
phantom, which had a thickness of 5 cm and consisted of 3% agar
and 1% intra-lipid.

The three hair strands were horizontally embedded in the
agar phantom at depths of 12, 25, and 35 mm from the top
surface of the phantom, respectively. Figure 3A showed a
cross section of the reconstructed image with the Hilbert
transform [25]. From these results, we use Gaussian fitting
for the values along the three horizontal dashed lines and
three vertical solid lines as shown in Figure 3A. Figures 3 B
and C presented the fitting results at a depth of 12 mm.
According to the results, the lateral resolutions were about
1.12, 1.37, and 1.57 mm at depths of 12, 25, and 35 mm,
respectively. And the corresponding elevation resolutions at
those three depths are about 0.60, 0.61, and 0.63 mm,
respectively.

Simulation Study of the Light Fluence
Considering the significant decrease in light fluence inside the
thick breast tissue, we also studied the light fluence distribution
inside a breast model by numerical simulation with COMSOL
(COMSOL Inc., Sweden). As shown in Figure 4A, the breast
tissue model is approximated to be a half cylindroid with a
thickness of 5 cm. The cylindroid long and short axes are 20
and 15 cm, respectively. The model composes of the skin layer
(∼3 mm thick) and adipose layer, with the corresponding optical
absorption and scattering coefficients being (μa1 � 0.1cm− 1,
μ′s1 � 10cm− 1) and (μa2 � 0.091cm− 1, μ′s2 � 6cm− 1), respectively
[26, 27]. The pattern of the expanded laser illuminating onto the
bottom of the breast is approximated to be a uniform circle with a
10-cm diameter.

FIGURE 2 | (A) Schematic diagram of the probe as well as the scanning
scheme; (B) photograph of the combined probe consisting of two linear
probes.
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The simulation of the light fluence distribution is based on the
diffusion equation for the global region as in Eq. 1, which has
been widely employed in PA imaging study [28],

− 1
μ2eff

∇2ϕ + ϕ � 0, (1)

where ϕ is the light fluence rate and μeff is the effective attenuation
coefficient. The calculated normalized optical fluence in the central
cut plane (marked as a yellow plane in Figure 4A is shown in

Figure 4B. Figure 4C presents the calculated normalized optical
fluence distributions over a horizontal plane (marked as a white
dashed line in Figure 4A, 4 cm from the illuminated bottom
surface. The color bar scale of all the fluences is in dB scale.
The simulation results implicit that the light fluence could be
decreased to two orders less after penetrating 4 cm in the breast,
which will definitely influence the reconstructed PA values.
Therefore, fluence compensation algorithms are desired, and we
will demonstrate it in the phantom study.

FIGURE 3 | (A) Cross section of the reconstructed imaging with the Hilbert transform; (B) reconstructed PA values along the horizontal yellow line at the depth of
12 mm; (C) reconstructed PA values along the vertical yellow line at the depth of 12 mm.

FIGURE 4 | (A) Schematic diagram of the simulation model and the illumination setup. (B)Map of the optical fluence along the vertical section marked by the yellow
plane. (C) Map of the optical fluence at the horizontal section marked by the white dashed line.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To validate the system’s FOV and the capability of imaging
complicated targets, we did two phantom experiments, in
which all the imaged targets were buried in the agar phantom
made of 3% agar and 1% intra-lipid. In the first phantom, we
embedded two carbon rods (0.7 mm in diameter) and one helix
object (7 mm in diameter) made from a black strip in a 4-cm-
thick agar phantom, as illustrated in Figure 5A. These objects
were horizontally buried approximately 2.0 cm deep into the
phantom, in which the helix was located at the center. The
laser illuminated upwardly onto the bottom of the phantom.
Then, within 34 s, the array continuously scanned a total length of

100 mm at a speed of 3 mm/s, leading to a large-scale equivalent
matrix array of 100 mm × 130 mm in size and nearly 10k
elements (100 × 96 � 9,600). The 3D reconstructed image is
shown in Figure 5B with an online animation (movie01).
According to the result, not only the two wires but also the
helix was well-reconstructed.

To study the potential artifact caused by the limited-view issue,
we made the second phantom in which two helix objects (both
about 7 mm in diameter) and one carbon fiber (1 mm in
diameter) were embedded. Unlike the first phantom, the
carbon fiber lied in the center and two helixes lied close to the
two side edges (also close to the edge of FOV), as shown in
Figure 6A. The distance from the middle carbon fiber to the

FIGURE 5 | (A) Photograph of carbon rods and helix in scattering medium in phantom study; (B) 3D result of carbon rods and helix.

FIGURE 6 | (A) Photograph of carbon rods and helixes in scattering medium in phantom study; (B) 3D result of carbon rods and helixes; (C)MAP imaging of one
period of the helix.
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center of the helix is approximately 25 mm. Figure 6A was the
photograph of the phantom.We scanned a length of total 90 mm,
leading to an equivalent large-scale matrix array with 90 × 106
(∼9 k) elements. The 3D image reconstruction is shown in
Figure 6B with an online animation (movie02). Owing to the
large FOV and wide acceptance angle, both the helix and carbon
fiber were well-reconstructed. In addition, the wide acceptance
angle also helps recover oblique surface profile, as shown in
Figure 6C in which we provide theMAP imaging of one period of
the helix, except the middle part where the generated PA wave
propagates parallel to the probe, which cannot be detected due to
the limited view [29].

Next, to demonstrate the ability of deep imaging, we
continued to image three carbon fibers (1 mm in diameter) at
1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 cm depths into the agar phantom, as shown
Figure 7A. The imaging result is shown in Figure 8A. Due to the
large difference in the light fluence as shown in Figure 7B, the
fiber at the deeper location, that is, closer to the illumination
source, would have much larger PA value, leading to an
apparently thicker diameter in the 3D reconstructed images.
Therefore, we applied fluence compensation, and the result is
shown in Figure 8B.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we developed a PA-Smart whole-breast imaging
system. The proposed imaging posture is familiar to physicians
and facilitates patients’ examination. The large FOV of the
system is achieved based on the synthetic matrix array
method via scanning an unfocused linear array. Besides, the
synthetic 2D array can have less reconstruction artifacts, which
is crucial for whole-breast imaging. We did phantom
experiments to validate the performance of the system. The
clinical study is our next step to explore the power of this
system.

However, there is relatively lower reconstruction quality of the
side of the helix, which is caused by the “limited view” issue. In
addition, the current resolution is about 1 mm, which is not
suitable for imaging fine vasculature in breast tumor. Moreover,
the 14-mm physical gap between two independent linear probes
also degraded the imaging quality, especially for those just under
the gap. We are working on a new probe with longer length and
more elements with smaller element size. New reconstruction
algorithms and machine learning will be applied to help solving
problems with the limited view.

FIGURE 7 | (A) Structure of phantom; (B) ϕ map of the central cut plane.

FIGURE 8 | (A) 3D result of three carbon rods without fluence compensation; (B) 3D result of three carbon fibers with fluence compensation.
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